
Submissions for YOUR BODY IS NOT YOUR BODY
ARTISTS & ILLUSTRATORS

We’re floored by the number of folks—both from within the Trans/GNC
communities and allies of said—reach out with generous offers of their illustration
and visual art skills. The enthusiasm with which y’all have been putting this
project on high volume is absolutely humbling! So here’s the formal call:

If you are an artist who self-identifies as Trans/GNC, and you would like to submit
either illustration work *OR* one-page comics, please reach out to us through
our website Contact form.

https://tenebrouspress.com/contact

Please include the following information:
*A brief proposal/description of your piece.

- Is it Weird Horror-centric?
- What’s the story behind it? What does it mean to you? How does it tie into

your thoughts on the current state of the world, and most importantly…is it
Weird Horror-centric?

- B&W/grayscale art only for interior pieces/comics. If you do work in color
and are interested in cover art specifically, please note that.

- Is it Weird Horror-centric? (I realize this is a vague subjective term we keep
falling back on, but I’m curious to see and hear your subjectivism as well;
and I want you to keep it in mind.)

*A link to somewhere on the interwebs where we can see what your art looks
like in final form.

All submissions will be considered. If we are interested in moving forward with
you, we’ll reach out for more details, your proposed timeline, all that goodness.

https://tenebrouspress.com/contact


All creators will be compensated; what that looks like at the moment, I’m not
certain. It likely won’t be standard professional rates, unless you’re an artist who
severely undervalues your work, of which, yeah, there are way too many of you.

I also know, as a publisher and creator myself of illustration, indie comics and
prose, that the artistic community is always the first to have their arms twisted to
give their blood and sweat and work away for little to no compensation in the
name of “the good fight”. Sigh. It’s bullshit, and I wish Tenebrous Press were flush
with cash.

As it stands, Alex and I do this with the hopes of making it into something bigger
and better and sustainable. And if you’ve worked with Tenebrous before, you
know we always strive to meet the requested working rates of our artists. That will
continue in the future.

But for this project, in the here and now, we thank you for all of your generosity
of time, spirit and brilliant fucking New Weird Horror artwork. We can’t wait to
see what you bring to the table.


